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Concept of Diet problem

Introduction

▪ Diet problem is one of the optimization studies first presented in the 1930s 

and 1940s, for the purpose of feeding a healthy diet to the soldiers with 

minimal cost. 

▪ The goal of the diet problem is to select a set of foods that achieve the 

nutritional level of recommended daily Intake (RDI).

▪ In diet problem, a diet is the serving of meals (e.g., breakfast, lunch, dinner, 

snack) and consists of foods that represent the served dishes.

▪ RDI is an estimate that meets the nutrient needs of nearly all (97-98%) healthy 

populations by sex and age, equal to the average need plus twice the standard 

deviation.

Previous Approaches and Limitations
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Continuous Optimization with LP Combinatorial Optimization with MIP
▪ The diet problem is defined as a decision problem

▪ A classical approach to the diet problem was to set

the decision problem as a continuous optimization 

problem and apply linear programming (LP) since the 

decision variables are the quantity (i.e., grams) of 

each food which ranges on real-valued area  and the 

objective function is (usually) to minimize the total cost 

of the foods subject to the constraints such as RDI.

▪ Diet planning problem extends the boundary of 

decision variable from per-food quantity to the 

combination and quantity of foods, setting a decision 

problem as a combinatorial optimization problem, and 

applying mixed-integer programming (MIP).

▪ MIP can consider both real-valued (gram; quantity) and 

integer-valued (0/1 binary; combination) decision 

variables.

Data Creation with ORxML Framework
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▪ Neural Self-Translation

▪ Neural Machine Translation (NMT) is a typical problem known as one of the main tasks in natural language 

processing that maps a text sequence from source domain to target domain.

▪ A single diet is defined as a sequence of fixed number of menus.

▪ Diet planning can be understood as a problem to control the diet design process, i.e., diet generation, that 

satisfies RDI by a sequence generation task translating a poor-nutrition diet into a high-nutrition diet.

▪ The mechanism of diet planning is defined as self-translation since translation takes places within a single domain (Diet 

to Diet) not multiple domains (French to English)

▪ To build a self-translative diet generator, we used Seq2Seq model.

▪ Given a source (diet) sequence 𝒙(𝑠) = 𝑥1
(𝑠)
, … , 𝑥𝑇

(𝑠)
, Seq2Seq generates a target (diet) sequence 𝒙(𝑡) = 𝑥1

𝑡
, … , 𝑥𝑇

(𝑡)
by 

predicting ො𝑥𝑖 for 𝑖 = 1,… , 𝑇

▪ Controllable Sequence Generation and Reinforcement Learning

▪ To control the generative, we applied reinforcement learning (RL). In detail, the self-translator was set as an 

agent that the objective is to preserve compositional desirability but to maximize nutritional requirements and 

who is trained by REINFORCE algorithm.

▪ Preserving compositional desirability is achieved by Seq2Seq, a self-translator that learns the implicit representations of 

diet sequences.

▪ Maximizing nutritional requirements is achieved by RL such that a reward function is designed according to explicit 

knowledge (e.g., RDI).

▪ Overall Framework

▪ Diet planning with ML demands the dataset with enough 

volume and quality. However, very little diet dataset 

exists or, if present, of very low quality.

▪ To augment the diet dataset, we developed the 

Operations Research – Xpert – Machine Learning 

(ORxML) framework that OR, Expert, and ML module is 

introduced based on their own role.

▪ At first, we filter some diets that perfectly satisfy nutritional 

requirements using the OR module (MIP method). 

▪ Then, let experts (dietitians) edit the diets provided by the 

OR module taking the compositional desirability into 

account. In this step, the perfect nutrition achieved by OR 

module is sacrificed at the expense of compositional 

desirability.

▪ Lastly, the edited diets were refined using the ML module.

▪ Human considers the psychological aspects of diet (e.g., color, 

texture, or flavor) which are responsible for the compositional 

desirability (i.e., the chemistry between menus) of diet

▪ Though LP and MIP achieves nutritional requirements perfectly, it is 

difficult to design a constraint about the compositional desirability, 

thereby LP and MIP-based approach have obvious limitations in 

planning desirable diets.

Results (Generated diets, Reward plot, Nutrition comparison plot, ORxML Framework ablation, Expert test, Attention map)
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